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1.1. Introduction

In multi-stage sampling design the sampling variance of the mean is
generally a function of different stage variarice components and in
order to know the sampling error of the mean, it becomes necessary
for the sampler to know their values. Further, in order to be able to
develop a suitable sampling scheme and to distribute the total sample
so that maximum efficiency may be attained we require not merely an
estimate of the overall sampling error but also a knowledge of different
variance components; Cochran (1939) has shown..how in case of
multi-stage simple sampling from infinite population, this leads to a
problem of analysis of total variation into different stage components.
Some other authors [Yates (1949), Sukhatme (1954), Crump (1951,
1946) and Henderson (1953)] have also discussed this problem and have
indicated methods how in simple cases the variance components can
be estimated. But if the sampling method is not simple, if the sizes
of the sampUng units are unequal, if population is finite, and if samples
to be selected from each selected unit at successive stages are not equal,
procedure for estimating the variance components at different stages
is not straightforward and the sampler is confronted with practical
difficulty in making best use of the available data in planning the future
survey. In this paper it has been shown how the method of analysis
of variance can be.suitably used for studying these variance components.
The method of analysis of variance has two-fold advantages, firstly
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calculation procedure is. simple, and secondly most of the workers are
very well familiar with this method.

2.1. Two-Stage Sampling Design

Let there be N primary sampling units (psu) in the population.
The z-thpsu consists of Mj. second stage sampling units (ssu's). Assume
n psu's are drawn with replacement, the selection probability for the
«"-th psu in the population being Pi (r = 1, 2, ..., N). Assume further
/Mi's (/ =1,2, ... , n) ssu's are selected from the psu drawn at the i-th
draw in the sample by method' of simple random sampling, m, is
the number which does not depend on the selected psu. Let Zy denote
the value of the ;-th s-su Q = 1, • • •, Mi) of the jthpsu (i = 1, 2, ...,
A'') in the population,
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Now Table I gives the analysis of variance for Wq observations in the
sample.

Table I

Analysis of variance

Source of variation Degree of freedom Mean square

Between psu n - 1 e 2
Si

Within psu JHo — n

It may be easily seen that under the sampling plan,

w

= + (1)

where

and

E(sJ) = aJ. (2)

E stands for expectation.

Thus is unbiased estimate of aj.

Now if Mi is large, the third term in (1) may be negligible and

= + (3)
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Therefore,

est. a,2 ^ . (4)

But if the third term in (1) is not negligible, the estimate of given
by (4) will be an underestimate and the underestiination will depend

N

on the value of 2
i=l

If Pi cc Mi,, say p, =MijMo ^where Afp =27
Oi = (i = 1, 2, ..TV),

and

Mo '
+ where M =

Therefore

N

St — s„ m)est. ^ (5)

If XjM is negligible, estimate of is given by (4). However, if
is small compared to —sJIX, bias in accepting (4) as an estimate
of 0-^2 will not be serious. Under other conditions estimate of
given by (4) will be an underestimate.

It can also be seen if Mi's a e equal (say Mi = M),

XE{si^) =Xa^^ +aj (l —
and

~ {'~M~)
A • (6)

If XjM is negligible, the estimate of is again given by (4).

Further, if /;ji's are equal (say wjj = m),

p 2 « 2 o 2est..-^^ +^. (7)

I

I
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And if the sampling fraction at the second stage is negligible,

est. (8)

which is usually obtained from the analysis of variance for large
population.

In case of simple random sampling (/?,• = 1/A'̂ ), if

Oi = 0 =1,2, ..., N).

est.a,^ = .. (9)

where M,, is harmonic mean. As before, if A/M,, is neghgible, the est.
will be given by (4). But if A/M„ is not small, estimate of given by
(4)' will be an underestimate and the underestimation will depend on
the estimated variance of the mean per sm.

In large sampling enquiry calculation of value of A will not be an
easy task and one may be tempted in using an approximate value of
A given by

w = —" . (10)
rt

It can be seen that

m-X = ^, where = i
^ (m.. - mf

mo' "• n-l

Now if variation among m's is not large so that o-„,® be a small quantity,
in that case in may be a good approximation for A. But since

m — X ^ 0 (equality will be achieved only if m.- = m,

i=l, .n),

in. using in there is risk of underestimating cr,,^. However, in actual
practice it is not very common to adopt the system of drawing unequal
number of jjm's (w,) from the /-th psu in the sample. In an efficient
survey design w^'s will be usually equal although it is likely that through
extraneous causes the number of j5m's actually observed may be un
equal. Thus in cases where are not very much different m will
be a good approximate to A.
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2,2. If the i-thpsu is selected with probability^?; without replace
ment and m ssu's units are selected from the i-th selected psu in the
sample,

<=i

+2^ t
EisJ) = lTp,<7,\ (12)

n / I

where is the probability that the /-th unitwill be selected in thesample

of size H(^EPi =r^ and P,-,- is the probability that the i-th and >th
psu's will be selected in the sample of size n( S Pa = n{n— 1) )

\i5^/=l /•
If a^ —a^{i=\,2, N), sj will be unbiased estimate of aj.

N 2 2

And if l/« P ^ o-/ is neghgible, ~ will be an estimate of
/ i Mi
i=i

a quantity

which corresponds to the mean square between the psu's in the popula
tion. If the method of selection of the psu be simple random sampling
without replacement

EM = +i 2 (13)
i=l

(14)

where

ISl
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Equations (13) and (14) will lead to similar results as discussed in
(4)-(7), although definition of true variances has changed.

3.1. Three-Stage Sampling Design

Let, as before

N = number of psu in the population,

Mi = number of ssu in the /-th psu in the population.

and

Kij = number of ultimate stage units (usu's) in the _/-th ssu
of /-th psu, in the population.

Let small letters (n, Wj, and kn) denote the corresponding number
in the sample.

Let j = I, 2, ..M,; I = 1,2, ..K,i) be
the value of /-th usu of the 7-th ssu in the /-th psu in the population.
xiji's will denote the corresponding values in the sample.

Now the analysis of variance table for the sample is given as below:

Table II

Analysis of variance

Source of
variation

d.f. sum of
square

Between.. n—l S ki{xi,—x_,y

n mi

Between ssu .. m^—n E U (Xij—Xi
i j • • " •

n mi kij

Between MOT .. ko—mQ S S E
i ! I

Mean

square

mi n n •

ki = S kij, ko = Z ki and = S = w,-
i i i

If the selection procedure of sampling units at successive stages be
simple random,
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N Mi

and

where

«=i

N
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